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Introduction
Palestine held elections to its Legislative Council on January 25, 2006. In that vote,
Change and Reform (Hamas) took power away from the governing Fatah movement,
winning 75 of 132 seats. Some commentators declared this a sweeping mandate for
Hamas, speculating especially on what the power shift means for Israeli-Palestinian
relations, but the election results are not an accurate reflection of popular opinion.
Instead, the election system itself is at least as important as popular opinion in
determining the makeup of the Council.
Electoral system basics
Palestine uses a parallel system. Of the country's 132 parliamentary seats, 66 are
elected under a proportional system from national party lists, and 66 are elected in nine
multi-member districts on an at-large plurality basis. Each district elects between one
and nine seats, and voters may cast as many votes as there are seats.
Findings
While the partisan distribution of list seats closely reflects the partisan distribution list votes, the
district seat distribution is strongly skewed in favor of Hamas. Although vote totals from all
districts show Hamas with only slightly more support that Fatah, the winner-take-all electoral
system combined with spoiler dynamics in certain districts to deliver Hamas a share of seats
significantly out of proportion with its share of votes. Whether through superior campaign
strategy, luck or a combination thereof, the winner-take-all district system allowed Hamas to win
a large majority of seats with only a narrow plurality of votes.
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Hamas received 45% of the national
list vote contrasted with 42% for Fatah.
Seats allocated to each party closely
reflect this proportion, with Hamas
winning 30 of 66 national list seats
(46%) and Fatah winning 27 seats
(41%).1
Vote totals for district seats show
similar levels of support for each party
but drastically different results in the
number of seats each won. Hamas
received 41% of the district seat vote
for all districts, while Fatah received
36%. However, Hamas won 45 of 66
district seats (68%) compared with 17
(26%) for Fatah. Hamas is therefore
over-represented in district seat
allocation by 27% (18 seats) while
Fatah is under-represented by 10% (7
seats).
Even with the mitigating effect of the
national list seats, Hamas is still
significantly over-represented in the
full legislature, while Fatah is slightly
under-represented. Hamas holds 75 of
132 seats (57%) despite the support of
41-45% of the electorate. Fatah holds
44 seats (33%) despite 36-41%
support.
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Source: Palestine Central Elections Commission, http://www.elections.ps.
Note: The small discrepancies between percentage of votes and percentage of seats are due to a small
number of votes going to minor parties not reaching the threshold for winning national list seats.
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Skewed representation and counterfactuals
The districts’ effect on results’ proportionality is demonstrable through three
counterfactual scenarios. We project the partisan makeup of the full Legislative
Council had Palestine elected all seats:
1. proportionally from national party lists;
2. in winner-take-all, multi-member districts;
3. proportionally from district lists.
Scenario 1: Proportional voting by national party list
If the 46% of seats for Hamas and the 42% of seats for Fatah in the national list
voting had been used to allocate all 132 seats, the final result would have been
59-55 in favor of Hamas. 18 seats would have gone to minor parties and
independents, thereby requiring Hamas to reach beyond its base to form a
governing coalition.
Scenario 2: Winner-take-all voting in multi-member districts
If the 68% of seats for Hamas and the 26% of seats for Fatah in the district voting
had been used to allocate all 132 seats, the final result would have been 90-34 in
favor of Hamas. Eight seats would have gone to minor parties and independents.
Regardless of its proportion of the total vote, winner-take-all benefited Hamas in
the January election.
Scenario 3: Proportional voting by district party list
Under proportional system in which district seats were allocated according to
votes for a district party list, Hamas would have edged Fatah approximately 5250 seats with 30 seats going to minor parties and independents). As under the
first scenario, Hamas would have had to seek other coalition partners.
The spoiler effect in operation
Spoilers delivered seats to Hamas and denied them to Fatah in at least two
winner-take-all districts. This analysis looks only at the major-party vote, that is,
how Fatah and Hamas polled. It then contrasts this with the number of seats won
by either party. Our analysis shows that Hamas was more organized in “gaming”
the winner-take-all system than Fatah.
The analysis does not consider the potential spoiler candidacies of numerous
independents and smaller parties. What we observe in the two-party analysis
may have occurred to a greater extent. Determining that extent would require,
first, a binary categorization of all parties and candidates (i.e. moderate/militant,
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pro/anti-accommodation, secular/fundamentalist) and, second, contrasting the
relative vote totals for either side with the number of seats it won. That is, if
moderate parties taken together won a plurality of votes, but militant parties won
a majority of seats, the spoiler effect is in operation.
Glaring cases
Two results stand out as glaring spoiler cases, with Hamas winning at least half
of seats without even obtaining a plurality of votes:
•
•

Tulkarem: Hamas ran two candidates and won two of three seats with
27.4% of the total vote. Fatah ran three and won no seats, despite winning
a total of 34.4%, more than any other party.
Bethlehem: Hamas ran two candidates and won two seats with 20.5%
support. Fatah won only two seats with 28% because it ran four
candidates.

Probable cases
Three other likely spoiler cases show evidence of over-nomination by Fatah in
winner-take-all plurality seats. In these elections, Fatah won significant
percentages of the vote, but these votes were divided among more candidates
than votes for Hamas were.
•
•
•

Nablus: Hamas ran five candidates, and Fatah ran six. Hamas won five of
six seats with 38.2%. Fatah won only one, despite polling 36.5% - only 2%
less than the opponent.
Ramallah: Hamas ran four candidates where Fatah ran five. Hamas
polled 38.4%, and Fatah polled 32.6%. Yet Hamas won four of five seats,
and Fatah won only one
Gaza: Hamas won five of eight seats with 37.3%. Fatah won no seats
despite polling 31.7%. Hamas ran five candidates where Fatah ran eight.

Potential non-major party spoiler cases
Third-party spoilers may have been in operation in Hebron and North Gaza. In
these districts, both parties ran the same number of candidates, but Hamas
swept nearly all the seats.
•
•
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Hebron: Both parties ran nine candidates for nine contested seats.
Hamas had 51.1% of the vote, and Fatah had 35%. Hamas won every
seat. Six parties contested this race.
North Gaza: Hamas swept five of five seats with 46.7% to Fatah's 35.9%.
Four parties contested this race.
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Conclusion
The effect of an election system on election results cannot be underestimated.
Fully aware, policymakers frequently modify their countries’ election systems.
For example, the system Iraq used for its second parliamentary elections was
modified to produce a more representative result. In the January 2005 round,
members were elected under proportional voting by national party list. Because
Iraq’s three main ethnic groups are geographically concentrated and of different
sizes, the January 2006 round used proportional voting by district lists, with 45
national list seats reserved for parties that could not win in any one district.2
The 2005 parliamentary elections in Japan also demonstrate the skewed
representation that can result from a winner-take-all district system. Similar to
Palestine, Japan used a combination national list-plurality district system.3
As the transfer of power takes place in Palestine, policy makers should approach
Palestinian relations with an accurate understanding of public support for the new
government. While Hamas was indeed the most strongly supported party in the
recent election, its victory was nowhere near as sweeping as its legislative
majority suggests. Hamas’ plurality in the legislature may be a mandate from
voters, but its majority is a mandate from the election system only.
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FairVote, “How Can We Achieve Fair Representation in Iraq?,” January 2006,
http://fairvote.org/?page=513.
3
FairVote, “Japanese Parliamentary Elections 2005,” September 2005, http://fairvote.org/?page=1596.
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